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Lowering The Drinking Age 8.29.08
01:53 | From: Featured
College Presidents across the country are calling on lawmakers
to lower the drinking age, WCBI's R.H. Brown reports on how
one institution is handling the whole idea.
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Related Blogs
the drinking age, is lowering it such a good idea?
(life on the mississippi). with so many similarities, any attempt to differentiate between the
two ages is bound to be controversial, as evidenced by "the national minimum drinking age
act of 1984." however, because cultural attitudes ...
What is the legal drinking age in Mississippi
The legal drinking age in Mississippi is 21 years old. Do...
Top Ten Changes in the Legal Profession Since 1979, Part I ...
The culmination of those cases was the tobacco litigation, initially generated by Richard
"Dickie" Scruggs, a Mississippi lawyer who funded the case with his own money and
earned a huge return on his investment. The amounts of money were apparently large ...
The legal drinking age in Wisconsin was eighteen years old when I was growing up. It
changed as a result of the federal government's decision to tie the expenditure of highway
fund monies to a change in state law. ...
New Year's Eve: Is it OK for kids to taste bubbly? | The Holidays ...
18=Recoginzed legally as an adult (except Nebreska-19, Mississippi-21). May marry
without approval. Can drive, vote, uphold and defend the Constitution of the U.S. against all
enemies foreign and domestic. ... 21 year old drinking age is ridiculous. The above posters
are right. At 18 I can: buy a house, buy a car, get married, get loans and credit cards, have
kids, join the Marine Corps, and vote for dog-catcher, mayor, and president ... but I can't
buy a 6-pack of Abita. ...
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Related Links
Should the U.S. Drinking Age Stay at 21? - US News and World Report
Sep 8, 2008 ... are incapable of handling alcohol, someone who is the age of maybe 6 or
so, ... People say that a lower drinking age would increase binge drinking, ... Lowering the
age will only means that more drinking and driving will happen. ... MI - Michigan, MN Minnesota, MS - Mississippi, MO - Missouri ...
DLC Spirit, Spring 2008
oldest distillery west of the Mississippi. McCormick Vodka is made from American .... often
officers find themselves in a rut always handling the same calls. .... McCardell was in
Montpelier to present his proposal to lower the drinking age ... ganization dedicated to
lowering the drinking age and researching the ...
CrimProf Blog: August 17, 2008 - August 23, 2008
Aug 17, 2008 ... Defense attorneys said any flaws in the city's handling of DNA could ....
College presidents seek debate on lower drinking age; critics say highway deaths would
rise ... are calling on lawmakers to consider lowering the drinking age ..... Last week, the
state of Mississippi terminated its 20-year ...
Drinking Age - ProCon.org
Jul 29, 2009 ... Lowering the drinking age will allow teens to drink alcohol in regulated ....
Alabama (age 19), Mississippi (21), and Nebraska (age 19) are three .... With the drinking
age lower, it tended to make the 16 year olds think ...
Lowering the Drinking Age in Tennessee
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Home For The Holidays, Part 5 << Beerdoctor's Weblog
Being fairly old, I still remember when obtaining Sierra Nevada Celebration Ale, anywhere
east of the Mississippi river, was very rare indeed. Now, at least until very recently, 12
pack boxes of SN Celebration could be obtained at ... By gobs, that seems like ancient
history now, where a whole generation of new beer drinkers arrived at drinking age when
hops and flavorful brew has become a given, from Samuel Adams, Magic Hat, Sierra
Nevada and Stone, among many others. ...

Lowering the Drinking Age in Tennessee. By Daniel Mcmurtry. Daniel Mcmurtry Level:
Basic Nashville Tennessee Trial attorney, a graduate of Mississippi ...
Teenage Drinking: Rites and Wrongs - The Washington Post ...
Lowering the drinking age would help solve our teenage drinking problem. ... Mississippi
Moonshine, containing 23 per cent alcohol, at the bargain price of $8.95? ... TEENAGE
DRINKING Alcohol survey 450...30 said the lower drinking age ...

2009 Games Expenditures - Colony of Gamers
Gamefly was actually a big help since I just rented stuff like Dragon Age, Assassin's
Creed 2, Modern Warfare 2, Batman AA, Dead Space, and Marvel Ultimate Alliance 2 and
others. .... Location: Mississippi. Posts: 1818 ... But compared to something like Golf or
even drinking, it isn't that bad. I generally only drink at bars during happy hours, but I'm sure
I spent an average of probably around $20 a week at them. Add that up to 56 weeks per
year and that is a ALOT of ...
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